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INTRODUCTION
BLER develops innovative security and cyber intelligence solutions to identif y
threats and meet mission-critical operational needs. Our customers include
enterprise organizations, financial institutions and government agencies
worldwide. BLER solutions enable organizations to extract hidden insights from
multimedia interactions and improve intelligence and business operations.
BLER WEBINT solutions include a complete suite of modular, enterprise-grade
intelligence and investigation support applications integrated on a single
platform. Our intelligence-driven, big data platform collects information from the
widest range of sources and is purpose-built to provide visibility and control for
system operators, analysts and investigators in the fight against terror threats
and criminal activities.

OUR SOLUTIONS
BLER WEBINT solutions accelerate intelligence and invetigation activities through
the synergy of technology, industry know-how and intelligence expertise.
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TARGET PROFILER
BLER Target Profiler identifies all types of phone-based data and social network
activity information. With BLER Target Profiler, intelligence and investigation
professionals can create target profiles to track online activities, identif y social
connections and criminal activities.

Create Target Profiles
Generate an accurate target profile automatically based
on known and unknown mobile devices.

Track Activities on any Device
Prevent loss of critical intelligence information by tracking target
activities on any device and a wide range of web applications.

Identify Social Connections
Detect connections between targets and suspects based on
known and unknown mobile phone numbers.

“

“

IDENTIFY THOUSANDS OF KNOWN
AND UNKNOWN PHONE NUMBERS
...IN JUST A FEW MINUTES

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE
The BLER Target Profiler architecture supports the complete OSINT work-flow cycle including
collection, processing, analysis and reporting of OSINT web sources.
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
BLER automatically generates accurate target profile data and enables investigators
to focus on case investigation activities.
»» Mass Profiling: Build a personal profile from thousands of mobile numbers within
minutes.
»» Multiple Web Sources: Collect information from a wide range of social networks
and web applications.
»» Profile Analytics: Analyze a wide range of social activity including keyword spotting,
posts timeline, geo-location and social network connections.
»» Image Analytics: Utilize accurate Face Recognition, Face Detection and Face
Matching tools to identify targets on image based web sources.
»» Avatar Management: Manage multiple avatars and run BLER Crawler Robots to
collect target data anonymously.

MARITIME INTELLIGENCE
BLER Maritime Intelligence Module is a unified investigative desktop platform that
enables intelligence professionals to monitor and analyze vessels, containers and
crew members traffic and support the entire range of OSINT operational workflows.
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Maritime Intelligence Module includes a full suite of purpose-built intelligence
tools for inspection of vessels, cargo and people, to ensure security by threat
detection and provide real-time alerts. System operators can gather a wide range
of information and make an informed decision regarding entrance to the port
according to security risk levels.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
Continuous Monitoring

Built-in lntelligence Know-how

Data Driven Analysis

Threat Detection

Detect and monitor vessels, containers and
Human activities in the seaport area.

Perform manual or automated processing of
аІІ collected data.

Single, Unified Platform
Gain full coverage of seaport OSINT networks
and sources for aggregated analysis of all
data types.

Utilize built-in intelligence workflows
to support your operational needs.

Analyzing risk levels according to
definitions and provide real-time alerts.
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REAL-TIME ALERTS
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POINT OF INTEREST
The BLER Point of Interest solution generates intelligence about specific topics,
events and targets. System operators can associate key words related to a specific
event or target and analyze behavior based on social media activities. The BLER
Point of Interest solution supports the complete OSINT work-cycle, including
data collection, processing, analysis and report generation.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
The BLER Point of Interest solution enables intelligence organizations to follow
online groups and create “watchlists” to monitor and analyse the social activities
of specific targets. The BLER Point of Interest application ensures operational
effectiveness and efficient allocation of limited investigative resources.
»» Create topic and event based watchlists and target profiles.
»» Assign watchlist topics and events to suspicious targets.
»» Collect watchlist data from multiple social networks and web applications.
»» Generate real-time alerts based on watchlist activities.

TRACK SOCIAL GROUPS AND
TARGET ACTIVITIES

PUBLIC OPINION MONITOR
The Public Opinion Monitor collects data and analyses content from multiple types
of social networks, digital media sources and closed forums. The social media have
become a common venue for self-expression, therefore it is important to monitor
the ways in which people communicate with each other, express their opinions
and influence others. Today, Social networks are the key to identify public opinion
and achieve maximum impact on it.
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BLER Public Opinion Monitor includes a full suite of purpose-built intelligence
tools for Opinion mining to analyze people and group opinion, sentiment,
evaluation, appraisal, attitude, and emotion towards issue, event, topic, and
their attributes. This solution is useful to keep track on brand reputation,
political view and other issues on the public agenda.
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ANALYZE INFLUENCE ON PUBLIC
OPINION, PREDICT OUTCOME
AND ACHIEVE MAXIMUM IMPACT

GEO-TARGET MONITOR
The BLER Geo Target Monitor is a fully featured target location solution based
on Open Source Intelligence Technology (OSINT). The BLER GTM solution enables
system operators to analyse the social profiles of persons located in a specific
geographical area. System operators can create multiple geo-monitoring entities,
segment social profiles according to online activities, monitor and analyze target
profiles based on any geographical area, worldwide.
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FAST ANALYSIS OF TARGET AUDIENCE
LOCATED IN A SPECIFIC GEO-LOCATION.

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
Street Address

Face Analytics

Collect information about persons located
at a specific address or in a nearby area.

Analyze profile photos to detect age,
gender, ethnicity and other facial features.

Person Segmentation

Global Geo-Search

Focus on specific traits such as age, gender,
personal preferences or any other criteria.

Define automatic search criteria for any
target located anywhere in the world.

Link Analysis

Data Import & Export

Detect connections between all persons
located within a specific geo-location.

Transfer collected data easily to external
intelligence and investigation applications.

DARKNET INTELLIGENCE
Today, most criminal and terrorist activities are hidden from the “world-wide
web” and exist underground in the depths of the Deep Web, also known as the
Darknet. The collection and monitoring of information from Darknet sources
creates unique challenges for intelligence professionals and requires specialized
tools and techniques.
The BLER Darknet intelligence suite enables intelligence professionals to remain
“undiscoverable” by Darknet targets and to uncover hidden information published
by anonymous users on millions of concealed sites.
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FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
The BLER Darknet intelligence suite helps intelligence agencies and business
organizations to identif y and monitor targets, mitigate threats to public safety,
and provide real-time information of suspicious behavior and target related
activities.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
BLER professional services cover the complete project life cycle from initial planning and
design, to development, quality assurance, installation, customer handover, maintenance
and support. Our project implementation methodology ensures a smooth, rapid and
predictable deployment effort on time and within budget.

SOLUTION DESIGN

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

TRAINING & SUPPORT

Identify all operational needs,
requirements and workflows.
Design and implement a fully
functional solution with builtin intelligence procedures and
processes.

BLER engineers work on-site
to ensure smooth integration
and assimilation with no hassle
and a predictable deployment
effort for projects of all sizes
and levels of complexity.

Get a wide range of rolebased professional, training
workshops and follow-on
support services to ensure
fault-free operation and full
utilization of BLER solution
features and workflows.

EXPERIENCE & EXPERTISE
BLER system engineers have gained proven in-the-field knowledge of security-driven technologies
and work processes based on the successful implementations of dozens of projects for major
intelligence and security organizations worldwide. Our highly skilled team of experts bring multidomain expertise and in-depth knowledge of traditional and open source intelligence platforms.

“ OUR TEAM OF DEDICATED

EXPERTS DELIVERS ON TIME,
WITHIN BUDGET...AND NO
HASSLE

“

“ POWERFUL INTELLIGENCE

AND INVESTIGATION TOOLS
BUILT FOR REAL WORLD
SCENARIOS

“

OUR VALUE
PROPOSITION
BLER WEBINT solutions deliver real-world operational benefits to
Law Enforrcement Agencies and intelligence organizations.

Full Suite of Investigation Tools

Extract personal data from mobile devices and
multiple webint sources.

Any Type of Web Sources

Collect information from the widest range of web
and Darkweb sources.

Reduce Manual Operations

Deploy a fully automated intelligence system to
free up time of investigators.

Integrate with Existing Systems

Create seamless integration between any BLER
solution and your existing intelligence infrastructure.

CONTACT US
BLER develops innovative security and cyber intelligence
solutions to meet a wide range of operational needs
and security threats.

For more information about BLER:
info@blersys.com
www.blersys.com

